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TEENAGE RED

Format:  CD
Price:  $13.98
Release Date:  06/21/2013  
UPC Code: 8 59710 180904

TRACK LISTING
  1) Skinwalker
  2) Creature Smile
  3) Reticulata
  4) Last Breath
  5) Aerial
  6) Sooner:Later
  7) For the Strange
  8) Particles
  9) Opaque
10) Castles
11) Saints Forget
12) Teenage Red

The XX, Warpaint, Cocteau Twins, The Soft
Moon, This Mortal Coil, Curve, Fever Ray, 
PJ Harvey, Sonic Youth, Deftones, 4AD, My
Bloody Valentine.
 
LIVE SHOW REQUIREMENTS:  
dark stage to accommodate projector/video
5 square ft. of stage space minimum
stereo input to the house mains
2 bottles noncarbonated water in green room
 

CONTACT

BIO

RIYL

Solo darkwave artist Jane Woodman releases the follow-up to her 4 song EP 
‘Poéme Èlectronique’ with ‘Teenage Red’, June 21, 2013. A full length album 
with 12 genre-bending songs. The album exposes her industrial slant à la 
NIN and deranged Marr-esque quitar trademark, while keeping the vocals 
and lyrics intensely dreamy and engaging.

‘Skinwalker’ starts you off with machinery and abstract vocals that run along 
a breathy sample and angular guitars. ‘Creature Smile’ will be the first 
post-release single and video. ‘Reticulata’ received a bit of an update, that 
better articulates the final message of ‘I see your face in my rear view’. ‘Last 
Breath’ is part suicide note/lifeline, and Jane’s favorite on the album. ‘Aerial’ 
could be the diary of a stranded astronaut. A last minute reconstruction of an 
existing title, lyrics, and melody became ’Sooner:Later’, and almost didn’t 
make it to the album. ‘For the Strange’ comes across with an appreciation for 
anyone dealing with hardships that should not exist. ‘Particles’ was the first 
song written for the album, and created a path for the overall sonic direction. 
Something strange occurred for ‘Opaque’; sounding like nothing else on the 
album, with insistent foundry drums, it’s safe to say that it sums up ‘apoca-
lyptic romanticism’. At least, until you hear ‘Castles’; an ode to a troubled, but 
loyal relationship that takes the very good with the very bad. ‘Saints Forget’ 
presents survival advice for victims of the perverse phenomenon of priests 
as protected pedophiles. The title track ‘Teenage Red’ suggests that your 
first time may hold some redeeming qualities.

Don’t be fooled by the air of melancholy - this album provides a meaningful 
sanctuary whenever you feel broken, dangerously alive, or need a subterra-
nean break from the superficial and sugar-coated. When you delve into the 
lyrics, you’ll understand.... 

Written, performed, and recorded by Jane Woodman. 
Mixing/mastering consultant: Monte Vallier  http://ruminatoraudio.com. 
Mastering: Josh Bonati  http://bonatimastering.com.
Additional drums: PC Muñoz (Reticulata), Jon Weiss (Sooner:Later)
Publishing: NICO NICO (BMI)

Jane Woodman and Zoë Keating released a coloured vinyl 7” in November, 
2012. Recorded at their studios in Oakland and Occidental, California, side A 
was a remake of the brilliant ‘Sister Europe’ by the Psychedelic Furs. Side B 
was Zoë and Jane’s original ‘Tango’; a song they had played in a previous 
San Francisco band together. Later in February, 2013, Jane remixed the 
song ‘Lama’ by Ummagma, a rising Canadian-Ukraine husband and wife 
duo. All releases have received critical acclaim in the blogosphere, and are 
available on the website.
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http://caughtinthecarousel.com/a-dark-teenage-red/

A Dark Teenage Red

From the first darkly luscious notes pouring out of my speakers, I was hooked. DIY artist and multimediatician Jane Woodman weaves 
a mesmerizing web of shoegazing, lo-fi, psychedelically punk goodness on her latest, Teenage Red, just made available on Bandcamp 
as both a download and a self-released CD.

If genetic mapping were possible for music, the lineage from early efforts of bands such as the Chameleons, the Cure and the 
Cocteau Twins would be laid bare for all to see. One hears echos of Head Over Heels throughout this eye-opening collection. Like Liz 
Fraser, the notes Jane’s voice delivers are more important to these compositions than the actual lyrics, and her voice is rarely at the 
front of the mix. Sonically, however, a fair bit of what you’ll hear here would not have seemed out of place had it been released in 
1982. Post-punk’s DNA shows up all over Teenage Red, the thing’s got some royalty in it’s genes.

This collection is mostly a shoegaze recipe with some icy burning darkwave spiciness thrown in for good measure. Layers of heavily-
reverbed guitars, distorted and lovingly treated by various sonic fairies (both identifiable and not) are used to build a sound that’s at 
once dramatic and dreamlike. Woodman has described it as a lush, industrial sweep of sound and there couldn’t be a more accurate 
appraisal of what’s on offer here. Opening track “Skinwalker” begins with a rather apocalyptic industrialized soundscape, drums 
echoing into the jagged distance before giving way to a wall of shimmering guitars and multiple layers of other reverberating elements 
– dystopian bass, ghostly-but-forceful, overlaid vocals – creating a dark, surreal fantasyland.

Mid-album track “Aerial” is simply amazing, dramatic and dark, with layers of lush guitars and the siren-like voice of Woodman 
swimming just above the fray, sharing secrets I can never quite make out. Rather lengthy, but as it’s a hauntingly gorgeous track, full of 
adventure and surprises, its length may actually, in the end, seem too short. Deep, dark and delicious, those in a hurry might want to 
fast-forward to the 2:13 mark for a bit of aural wonderland.

With “Last Breath”, early on, you’ll swear that’s Robyn Guthrie on guitar duty, graciously giving way mid-song to Reg Smithies for a 
spell before coming back to reclaim  the track down its final stretch. But of course it’s none of that, it’s Woodman and her own impres-
sive guitar chops holding court. With every track on Teenage Red Woodman’s guitar abilities impress more and more.

Yet this Oakland-based artist’s talents reach well beyond mere songcraft; she describes herself on Facebook as a DIY noise- and 
film-maker. The video she did for the Massive Attack-ish “Reticulata” features her rocking a Bauhaus t-shirt, so there’s no doubt as to 
her membership status in that particular fan club. The video, which features Woodman and drummer PC Muñoz, brings together 
footage of each (shot separately at various angles and distances), weaving them in-and-out of view, the visual effects providing still 
additional layers to the Woodman aesthetic.

In an emailed back-and-forth with Woodman, it became clear that she’ll throw a completed track back into the creative food processor 
at the last minute if she feels that it’s not ‘right’. “PC Muñoz and I were exchanging ideas [for "Reticulata"] at the time, and he sent me 
a studio-recorded clip of the main beat – drums mic’d through a water pipe, and breath sounds – and it really resonated with me. By 
the time it made it to the album, I was ready to update it, and that’s why there’s a new version.”

The album is a testament both to where we are technologically and to Jane’s prowess as a musician. With several releases to her 
credit, Woodman this time wrote and recorded most of this album by herself, with props to drummers/producers PC Muñoz (for 
“Reticulata”), and Jon Weiss (for “Sooner:later”). The production is just-right delicious, giving each track the room to shine and allowing 
the album as a whole to more than rise to its potential.

While it took Woodman a year to put the album together, that process produced a ton of material. What hasn’t made it onto Teenage 
Red may very well show up on her next project. “Seriously, every time I plug in my guitar, I write a song. That’s why it took me so long 
to finish this album – the good news is, the next album is half done!”

While Woodman did a Kickstarter sort of thing on Indiegogo.com to help with the cost of this album, I wouldn’t be surprised if the 
strength of Teenage Red propels her into Slumberland’s stable of artists, where she can hang with other San Francisco faves Wax 
Idols and Weekend.

As it generally goes on Bandcamp, you can listen to all of these tracks in their entirety (click that ‘available’ link up above), and you can 
go ahead and buy the album right there if you like (and believe me, you will). Teenage Red is more than highly-recommended for the 
shoegazer/darkwave community out there, it is, in fact, nothing less than necessary. - Steven Ray  (July 2013)
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http://thesoundofconfusionblog.blogspot.com/2013/08/jane-woodman-teenage-red.html

Aug. 6, 2013. The great thing about the way our site works is that we have writers in various locations around the world, so if some-
thing good is out there and it doesn't find its way into our inbox, then there's a good chance that one of the team will stumble upon it 
anyway. This is exactly what happened with San Francisco's Jane Woodman. We knew the name after being told about this collabora-
tion, and then an introduction piece was submitted to shed more light on Jane's work. We've also had emails, Facebook messages... 
it's obvious that Jane Woodman is impressing a lot of people in a lot of places. Having listened to all the tracks recommended I can 
clearly see what the fuss is about. So it'd be a good idea to get stuck into her debut album then.

With a sound that could be described as shoegaze or possibly even psychedelia, you'd think we'd be on familiar ground, and to a 
certain extent we are, but there's more here than that. Jane herself (correctly) adds "darkwave" to that list, as well as "apocalyptic 
romanticism", and that description is best of all. 'Teenage Red' is full of innovation, and it takes songs that others would have made 
into industrial krautrock or fuzzy shoegaze and looks at them in a whole new light (or should that be dark?). Portishead's Geoff Barrow 
once said of his production technique, that if something sounds right, he'll attempt to make it sound a little bit wrong, just to keep you 
on your toes and make sure the music doesn't run as smoothly as it could. A list of his award-winning credentials would prove this to 
be a successful technique, however odd it sounds. It's this same technique you pick up on with 'Teenage Red'.

There are some truly beautiful songs here, but they all have a sonic sting in their tale. Take the angelic voices and chiming guitars of 
'Skinwalker', and then notice the jarring beats and vocals that are just too low in the mix. These are perfect imperfections and make 
this album quite wonderful, like The Cocteau Twins in a warped parallel universe. This spills over into the stuttering, jagged fuzz-rock 
of 'Creature Smile' and the cold, industrial 'Reticulata' with its icy twangs and mechanical effects, and also, well, the whole album 
really. We hit an epic mid section with 'Last Breath' and 'Aerial' which draw out the songs and in other hands would be regular 
showcases of smooth guitar distortion, but here they're just as big and just as good but feel pleasantly uncomfortable somehow. It's a 
strange paradox and it sums up 'Teenage Red'.

Newcomers to sounds of this nature might find more instant gratification in 'Sooner:Later', the dreamy 'For The Strange' is another 
highlight and the industrial sounds don't encroach on the music quite as much. One of the main reasons for this album's success is 
that it removes you from real life; these songs seem to be on a different plane, coming from a different world. It's pure escapism but 
not in the way that we're used to it. Take the synth-powered 'Particles', it doesn't sound quite of this world, and following it with the 
distant and muddled 'Opaque' doubles the effect. We're given battered drums on 'Castles' and tortured guitars on 'Saints Forget' 
before the softer title-track takes us out. 'Teenage Red' isn't always a comfortable listen but it's not meant to be. It is however, the 
sound of someone taking existing forms of sound and mutating them into something new, exciting and at times very compelling.

Sept. 10, 2013. Check out this incredible work from a young lady 
named Jane Woodman who makes versatile yet consistently dreamy 
music that jumps around between shoegaze, darkwave, dreampop 
and other various ethereal alt genres.
I’ve been sitting on this post for a few months now at least, waiting 
for the proper time to jump it into the visual stream that the concept 
of Strange Fires revolves around.
Her album entitled Teenage Red is nothing short of stellar and 
should be considered a very ambitious work by the talented San 
Francisco resident.
"For the Strange" is a colorful little exploration into Woodman's 
vision of sonic beauty and a fight song that champions all who are 
considered “weird” in this world.
if you want a taste of Jane Woodman's darker side(which I strongly 
recommend you explore before you continue scrolling) check out her 
song called “Reticulata”.

If you dig either of these tracks then I emphatically urge you to go 
listen and purchase her material. I really found it quite inspiring. 
Check out the rest of Teenage Red ect over at her Bandcamp and 
‘Like’ her official facebook as well <3  Doran Robischon
http://strangefire.tumblr.com/
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